
having an inflated sense of self-importance and entitlement
needing constant admiration and praise
expecting special treatment due to perceived superiority
exaggerating achievements and talents
reacting negatively to criticism
being preoccupied with fantasies about power, success, and beauty
taking advantage of others
having an inability or unwillingness to recognize the needs and feelings of other
people
behaving in an arrogant manner

Doubt the abuse took place 
Feel isolated, 
Have trouble making decisions, 
Always feel like you’ve done something wrong, 
Don’t recognize yourself, 
Symptoms of anxiety and depression, 
Have trouble setting boundaries

Trauma: Any and all events that create a trauma response, fight or flight response,
erode a sense of safety or wellbeing that creates an ongoing survival or compensatory
behaviour or avoidance.  

Abuse: Physical, Mental, Emotional, Sexual

Narcissism/Narcissistic Abuse/Narcissistic Tendencies:

Victims: 
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Known/identified
experiences of
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experiences of
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Where we are
working



Unidentified Trauma & Abuse:
 

You no longer feel like the person you used to be.
You feel more anxious and less confident than you used to be.
You often wonder if you’re being too sensitive.
You feel like everything you do is wrong.
You always think it’s your fault when things go wrong.
You’re apologizing often.
You have a sense that something’s wrong, but aren’t able to identify what it is.
You often question whether your response to that person/situation is appropriate.
You make excuses for that person's / organisation's behaviour.

 
 

Whose is the voice in your head saying: "You're stupid, not good enough, never get things rights,
or  "Im never going  to get it right?" 

When did you first start to think/believe you were not good enough?

Who or what environment did that come from?

Whose or what energy do you hold/function from in your life or in certain areas of your life?

 
 

In the workplace:

With family:

From Gurus, Mentors, Teachers, Facilitators, Coaches:

Romantic Relationships:

Platonic Relationships/Friendships: 



Resources:
 
 

https://www.healthline.com/health/narcissistic-victim-syndrome
 
 

https://www.choosingtherapy.com/narcissistic-abuse/
 
 
 

Themes for healing:
 
 

Worthiness
 
 

Being Seen & Acknowledged (it's safe to)
 
 

Believing you are enough
 
 

Self Validating 
 
 

Being truly empowered in self 
 
 

Being challenged without it creating an issue 
 
 
 

Not waiting for things to go wrong or bad things to happen 
 
 
 

Receiving: love, money, power
 
 

Knowing you can create your own life and make your own choices 
 
 
 


